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CAR COLORS
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Car-Rep makes no compromises in quality. We use exclu-
sively acrylic binders and pastes of car refinishing OE qual-
ity, as the only aerosol paint manufacturer in Europe.

Car-Rep products offer a very short drying time, more 
glossy and wear resistant surface. 

The coverage of the Car-Rep paint is extremely high.
Therefore you can paint much more than with the tradition-
al synthetic or nitro spray paints. On top of that the gloss of 
the paint is the same than in OE car paints and the surface 
is resistant for solvents, such as petrol and white spirit. 

Car-Rep products are manufactured in Helsinki, Finland in 
the most modern facilities.

• Professional quality
• Specialized production with modern production  

equipment and techniques
• High quality level in color and composition
• No differences between production batches
• Wide and deep assortment
• Complete line-up with repair and maintenance products 
• Innovative packaging and composition

Genuine Quality only
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Car-Rep CarColor system is offering genu-
ine quality and precise matching of cars 
original top coat. No compromises in 
quality, acrylic binders and pastes of car 
refinishing OE quality. Car-rep CarColor 
offers a very short drying time, more 
glossy and wear resistant surface. 

Exact color match due to innovative color 
chart address system. CarColor system 
includes several original automobile paint 
colors under one reference number (6-dig-
it), which are identical in color but which 
gives up to 150 different OE car coat 
matches with one product only. With the 
unique software the line-up is always kept 
up-to-dated.

Select either from 180 colors or 360 
colors line-up. Carefully selected color 

line-up covers offers the best possible stock 
turnover and excellent customer satisfac-
tion; 180 line-up covers over 60% of total 
demand and 360 line-up over 80% of 
total demand and offers triple up to six 
times higher stock turnover compared to 
conventional line-ups.

CAR COLORS (ORIGINAL TOP COATS)

Product ART. NR
CAR COLORS
180 line-up appendix
360 line-up appendix
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Car-Rep LadaColor system is offering 
genuine quality and precise matching of 
Lada original top coats. No compromises 
in quality, acrylic binders and pastes of 
car refinishing OE quality. 

Car-rep LadaColor offers a very short dry-
ing time, more glossy and wear resistant 
surface with competitive pricing.

Lada Color system includes almost 200 
different colors.

LADA TOP COATS
Product ART. NR
LADA COLORS
180 line-up appendix
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LADA TOP COATS TOUCH-UPS
Car-Rep Touch Up system is a unique 
product offering a combi tool to make 
stone chip repairs easy and as invisible as 
possible. The brushes includes a needle 
which you can use to clean the rust and 
dirt from the spot you want to repair. 

It is offering genuine quality and precise 
matching of cars original top coat. No 
compromises in quality, acrylic binders 
and pastes of car refinishing OE quality. 
Car-rep CarColor offers a very short dry-
ing time, more glossy and wear resistant 
surface. 

Based on the color chart of one of the 
largest paints produces in the world. Exact 
color match due to innovative color chart 
address system. 

The unique touch-up can be used for all stonechips and 
scratches. It includes a needle as well as a small brush.

Product ART. NR
TOUCH UPS
52 line-up appendix
Primer Grey CR3100001
Primer Red CR3100002
Black Gloss CR3100010
Black Matt CR3100012
Silver CR3100020
Clear Coat CR3100030
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Car-Rep Universals make compromises in 
quality, acrylic binders and pastes of car 
refinishing OE quality. Car-rep Universals 
offer a very short drying time, more glossy 
and wear resistant surface than the tradi-
tional spray paints, which are based on 
synthetic or nitro binders.

The coverage of Car-Rep acrylic spray 
paint is extremely high and therefore you 
can paint much more than with the tradi-
tional synthetic or nitro spray paints. On 
top of that the gloss of the paint is the 
same than in OE car paints and the sur-
face is resistant for solvents, such as petrol 
and white spirit. 

The coating is very hard giving an excel-
lent protection for wear and stone chips. 

UNIVERSAL ACRYLIC PAINTS 
Product ART. NR
UNIVERSALS
Matt Black 500 ml CR01001
Gloss Black 500 ml CR01002
Semi Gloss Black 500 ml CR01003
Grey 500 ml CR01004
Silver 500 ml CR01005
Gloss White 500 ml CR01040
Matt White 500 ml CR01045
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UNIVERSAL ACRYLIC PAINTS ACRYLIC WHEEL PAINTS
Car-Rep wheel paints make compromises 
in quality, acrylic binders and pastes of 
car refinishing OE quality. Car-rep Univer-
sals offer a very short drying time, more 
glossy and wear resistant surface than the 
traditional spray paints, which are based 
on synthetic or nitro binders. The acrylic 
wheel paints include acrylic clear coat 
to ensure high gloss and wear resistance 
even in extreme road conditions.

The coverage of Car-Rep Wheel spray  
paint is extremely high and therefore you 
can paint much more than with the tradi-
tional synthetic or nitro spray paints. The 
surface is resistant for solvents, such as 
petrol and white spirit. 

The coating is very hard giving an excel-
lent protection for wear and stone chips.

Product ART. NR
WHEELSPRAYS
Wheel Gold 500 ml CR01020
Wheel White 500 ml CR01021
Wheel silver 500 ml CR01022
Steel Wheel 500 ml CR01023
Wheel Black 500 ml CR01024
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Car-Rep acrylic bumper spray paints are a 
combination of high quality acrylic plastic 
primers, binders and pastes of car refin-
ishing OE quality. Car-rep Bumper paints 
offer a very short drying time and more 
wear resistant surface than the traditional 
spray paints, which are based on synthet-
ic or nitro binders.

The coverage of the paint is extremely 
high and therefore you can paint much 
more than with the traditional synthetic 
or nitro spray paints. The surface is resist-
ant for solvents, such as petrol and white 
spirit. 

The coating is very hard giving an excel-
lent protection for wear and stone chips.

ACRYLIC BUMPER SPRAY PAINTS
Product ART. NR
BUMPERSPRAYS
Bumperspray dark grey, 400 ml CR01083
Bumperspray anthracite, 400 ml CR01084
Bumperspray black, 400 ml CR01085
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RUST PRIMERS
Car-Rep Rust Primers offer a very short 
drying time, excellent coverage and a 
smooth surface to apply the coating on.
 
We recommend Car-Rep universal acrylic 
paints or CarColor paints as top coating.

1K SPRAY PUTTY
Car-Rep 1K polishable acid primer/putty 
is a one-component primer also perfectly 
suited for polishing. The primer contains 
strong rust protection, has good adhe-
sion and coverage properties, and can 
be painted over with most car paints, incl. 
water-based paints. Weldable!

ACRYLIC BUMPER SPRAY PAINTS PRIMERS
PLASTIC PRIMER
Primer for plastic surfaces. Due to strong 
adhesion the primer can be applied to 
hard-plastic parts of vehicles. Before prim-
ing check the suitability of the primer on a 
small surface area. Primer could be paint-
ed over with any Car-Rep aerosol paint.

Product ART. NR
PRIMERS
Primer grey 500 ml CR01010
Primer white 500 ml CR01011
Primer red 500 ml CR01012
Primer black 500 ml CR01013
1K spray putty CR01014
Plastic Primer CR01072
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ZINC SPRAYS
Zinc spray is ideal to repairing and color 
matching minor damage to galvanized steel 
surfaces. Particularly for protecting welding 
seams, drilling holes and other areas for 
metal corrosion. Suitable for any car repair 
jobs, fixing damaged zinc surfaces, cover-
ing drilling and welding points and any 
anti-corrosive applications

Zinc DIN 50.976/cold galvanising zinc is 
a quick-drying and durable anti-corrosive 
agent for any metal. Conforms to the re-
quirements of DIN 50976 standard. Zinc 
aerosol active ingredient contains 95% pure 
zinc and 5% synthetic resin.

Zinc DIN 50.976/cold alu galvanizing zinc 
is a quick-drying and durable anti-corrosive 
agent for any metal. Conforms to the re-
quirements of DIN 50976 standard. Zinc 
alu aerosol active ingredient contains 95% 
pure zinc and 5% synthetic resin. 

Product ART. NR
PRIMERS
Rost Primer red CR01015
Rost Primer grey CR01016
Rost Primer white CR01017
Rost Primer black CR01018
Zinc paint 400ml CR01019
Zinc DIN 50976 CR01060
Alu Zincspray, 400 ml CR01061
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Car-Rep heat resistant paints are easy-to-
use aerosol paint with a heat-resistance 
of up to +600 °C is suited for the external 
surfaces of exhausts, boilers, chimneys 
and grills and vehicle dampers and simi-
lar objects, the operation temperature of 
which does not exceed +600 °C.  
 
Do not forget to cover nearby surfaces 
during painting! After application let the 
surface dry at +20 °C for 30 minutes. 
Painted surface achieves its final proper-
ties after 60 minutes of heating at +200 
°C. When several layers of paint are used 
the surface should be also heated in be-
tween applications.

HEAT RESISTANT PAINTS
Product ART. NR
HEAT RESISTANT PAINTS
Heat resistant 600 white 400 ml CR01090
Heat resistant 600 silver 400 ml CR01091
Heat resistant 600 black 400 ml CR01092
Heatresistant red 400ml CR01093
Heat resistant 600 clear coat 400ml CR01094
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Product ART. NR
BRAKE CALIPER PAINTS
Brake Caliper Spray red 400 ml CR01064
Brake Caliper Spray blue 400 ml CR01065
Brake Caliper Spray yellow 400 ml CR01066

BACK LIGHT PAINTS CR01024
Backlight black 400 ml

BRAKE CALIPER PAINTS
Heat resistant sportive effect painting for tun-
ing up brake calipers and brake disc centers 
and drum brakes on all kinds of cars and 
motorcycles. Bright colors give a sporty out-
look especially in connection with aluminum 
sport rims. For optimal preparation of your 
painting clean the brake calipers with Brake 
Cleaner and brush the object clear from rust. 
Priming with Car-Rep Primer or Rust Primer is 
recommended.

BACK LIGHT PAINTS 
Transparent spray paint with special plastic 
primer is suitable for application on numer-
ous transparent objects, which you want 
to give color still keeping the transparency 
when you want to keep transparency and 
the structure of the object. Please note that 
the use in registered street vehicles in back 
lights or windows is in many countries not 
allowed.
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BRAKE CALIPER PAINTS

STONE CHIP SPRAY
Car-Rep is a waxy protection agent for 
your car’s door and skirting panels Also 
suitable as a protector during storage of 
machines and metal parts. It forms a resist-
ant elastic protective coat against stone 
chipping. It is also suitable for use as a 
damping substance in wheel cases and 
chassis bottoms.

BITUMEN SPRAY
Car-Rep Bitumen spray is a quick-drying 
bitumen-based protector for your car’s 
chassis. It is malleable and hard-wearing, 
and provides excellent protection against 
rust.

HOLLOW SECTION WAX
Car-Rep Hollow Section Wax effectively 
protects vehicle bodywork cavities particu-
larly susceptible to rust such as doors, side 
panels, boot lids, bonnets etc. Rust can be 
prevented if applied regularly with a thin 
coat being enough to protect metal. 

The sealer has excellent water repellent 
and penetration properties. Once applied, 
a light sticky film appears with self-regen-
erating properties that can also be used 
to protect the engine compartment. In 
addition the typical smell associated with 
conventional waxes, once the coat has 
been heated by the sun or the engine, is 
not present.

WAX COATING
Car-Rep wax coating wax is effective and 
highly adhesive rust protection for treated 
and untreated undersides. A resistant pro-
tective coat forms once it has dried which 
is resistant to weather, grit and acids. Does 
not damage plastic, lacquer or rubber.

PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS

Product ART. NR
PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS
Stone chip stone chip 500 ml black CR01100
Stone chip stone chip 500 ml grey CR01101
Stone chip stone chip 500 ml white CR01102
Stone chip bitumen spray 500 ml CR01103
Stone chip hollow section wax  
500 ml

CR01104

Stone chip wax coating 500 ml  
(new cars)

CR01105
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Product ART. NR
PREFILL SPRAYS
Prefill 1K female valve CR02001
Prefill 1K male valve CR02002
Prefill 1K female valve,  
adjustable nozzle

CR02003

Prefill waterbased, female valve CR02004
Prefill 2K, female valve CR02006

PREFILL SPRAYS
Pre-fill painting system offers perfectly 
matched, high-grade spray paint quality. 
The spray heads used allow achieving 
spraying results like those obtained with a 
spray gun.  
 
Pre-fill can range includes solvent based 
or water based refillable cans, specifi-
cally adjusted to all coating systems of the 
renowned car repair product manufactur-
ers. Moreover, our reliable 2K technology 
offers quality and satisfaction for the users 
and customers. 
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Product ART. NR
TECHNICAL SPRAYS
Grease Off 500 ml CR01250
Grease Off 4 l CR01255
Grease Off 10 l CR01256
Grease Off 20 l CR01257
Grease Off 200 l CR01258
Silicon 400 ml CR01200
Cold degreaser 200 ml CR01234
Glass cleaner 400 ml CR01521
Electro protector 400 ml CR01203

PREFILL SPRAYS
GREASE OFF
Car-Rep Grease Off is a detergent for car 
brakes and brake parts. Effectively loosens 
and removes dirt, grease, brake fluid and 
other impurities from brake shoes, drums 
and pads, as well as other brake parts.

SILICON
Car-Rep Silicon is a protector and lubri-
cant for interior and exterior car surfaces. 
Suitable e.g. for rubber and plastic seals. 
Forms a clear protective coating on the 
treated surface to prevent crumbling and 
freezing. Also suitable for polishing plastic 
and leather surfaces.

COLD DEGREASER
Cold degreaser is a highly effective aid to 
remove severe rust from joints e.g. screws, 
nuts, bolts and crankshafts.

Special components create a short-term 
“cold shock” on the rusted tools, which 
shrinks them and makes it possible for the 
lubrication to penetrate.

TECHNICAL SPRAYS / 
CLEANERS

GLASS CLEANER
Car-Rep Glass Cleaner is designed for 
washing car windows, windscreen, mirror 
and lanterns. This slightly foamy detergent 
removes dirt, insects, salt, bitumen, soot, 
smoke and grease stains from the exterior 
and interior surfaces of your car.

ELECTRO PROTECTOR
Car-Rep Electro Protector is a high-quality 
cleaning agent and lubricant for electrical 
equipment. Efficiently cleans all sorts of 
electronic devices. Thanks to its low sur-
face tension, it leaves a smooth, thin pro-
tective layer on the treated object. Does 
not damage rubber or plastic parts.
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PENETRATING OIL
Car-Rep Penetrating Oil quickly penetrates 
the most microscopic gaps, efficiently 
loosening rusted parts from each other. 
Makes it quicker and easier to loosen and 
unfasten rusted or oxidized screws, nuts 
and bolts.

GRAPHITE PENETRATING OIL
Car-Rep graphite penetrating oil reduces 
friction and enables tight bolts or rusted 
parts to be unscrewed easily. The prod-
uct is fast working, efficient and flows 
and works its way around objects such 
as screws – even going against gravity. 
Enriched with graphite, it offers improves 
lubricating properties. Does not damage 
metal, rubber and numerous plastics.

TECHNICAL SPRAYS / 
LUBRICANTS

Product ART. NR
TECHNICAL SPRAYS
Penetrating Oil 400 ml CR01204
Graphite penetrating oil 400 ml CR01238
Multi 20 protection oil CR01239
Dry Lubricant

MULTI 20 PROTECTION OIL
Car-Rep Multi20 protects, lubricates and 
removes moisture. Suitable for protecting 
machinery, equipment, etc. during stor-
age. Removes moisture, leaving a fairly 
thick moisture barrier. Effectively prevents 
corrosion. Also suitable for light lubrica-
tion of industrial, agricultural and house-
hold machinery and equipment. Used 
regularly, Car-Rep Multi20 helps to length-
en the useful life of the treated device.

DRY LUBRICANT
Car-rep MOS2 is a dry lubricant for use in 
assembling and running in machinery and 
equipment. The quick-drying MOS2 sticks 
very well to surfaces, preventing seizing at 
the running-in stage. Retains its lubrication 
ability even under high loads. Does not 
collect dust or dirt. Ambient temperature 
-200 °C .. +345 °C.
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PTFE LUBRICANT
Car-Rep PTFE is a handy all-purpose spray 
lubricant. Thanks to its fine-grained consist-
ency, Car-rep PTFE penetrates even the 
most microscopic gaps. Efficiently lubri-
cates locks, valves, controls and various 
sliding surfaces, conveyors and roller 
tracks. Reduces wear and tear due to fric-
tion in moving parts. Ambient temperature 
-55 °C .. +250 °C. 

VASELINE SPRAY
Car-RepVaseline Spray is a reliable lubri-
cation that also protects metals such as 
aluminum, copper, brass, chrome, steel 
etc. from acids, lyres and salt. For exam-
ple to be used in lubricating and protect-
ing antennas, plug-in connections and 
bolted connections and locks.

SYNTHETIC VASELINE SPRAY
Car-rep synthetic vaseline is synthetic and 
transparent universal grease applicable 
for diverse use of lubrication. Penetrates 
efficiently. Ambient temperature  -40 °C - 
+200 °C Resistant for mechanical wear. 
Synthetic Vaseline Spray is a reliable lu-
brication that also protects metals such as 
aluminium, copper, brass, chrome, steel 
etc. from acids, lyres and salt. Examples 
of use bolts, hinges, plug-in connections 
and bolted connections and locks.

MULTIOIL
Multi-functional oil universal oil. Effectively 
fends off moisture and prevents problems 
with engine start ups caused by moisture 
build up in the separator. Easily oils the 
linkages, joints and cables. Also removes 
rust from seized bolts and the like. Helps 
to prevent circuit disruptions and oxida-
tion in electrical equipment. Conforms to 
the requirements of Mil standards: Mil-C-
16173E and Mil-C-22235.

Product ART. NR
TECHNICAL SPRAYS
PTFE spray dry 400 ml CR01217
PTFE lubricant spray 400 ml CR01202
Vaseline spray 400 ml CR01211
Synthetic vaseline 400 ml CR01230
Multioil 400 ml CR01206

TECHNICAL SPRAYS / 
LUBRICANTS
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COLDSPRAY
Car-Rep ColdSpray is a useful aid in instal-
lation and dismantling jobs where very 
cold temperatures must be achieved quick-
ly. Non flammable, safe in use. Suitable for 
use in checking circuits, and fastening or fit-
ting small bearings, bushings and spindles. 
it is also excellent for identifying electronic 
and mechanical faults. Provides powerful, 
quick cooling down to -55 °C. NB! Never 
spray onto skin: risk of hypothermia.

AIRSPRAY
Car-Rep AirSpray efficiently blows away 
dust and loose dirt. Non flammable, safe 
in use. Very useful for cleaning electronic 
and optical devices. NB! Not suitable for 
camera mirrors. 

TECHNICAL SPRAYS / 
SPECIALS

Product ART. NR
TECHNICAL SPRAYS
Coldspray CR
Airspray non flammable 300 ml CR01240
Leak test 300 ml CR01235

LEAK TEST
Car-rep Leak Test helps to find leaks 
quickly in hoses, pipes, joints and seams. 
Bubbles visibly at the leak. Particularly 
suitable for checking liquid and gas pipe-
lines, as well as air ducts. Car-Rep Leak 
Test is non-flammable. How to do it: Spray 
directly onto object to be checked. If the 
object has a leak, it will be visible immedi-
ately due to bubbling.
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Product ART. NR
TECHNICAL SPRAYS
Anti Seize 400 ml CR01236
Tar spray 400 ml CR01237
Stripper paint remover 400 ml CR01224
De-icer 400 ml CR01215

ANTI SEIZE
Anti-Seize Spray is 100% Synthetic is spe-
cially developed for extreme high tempera-
ture lubrication and high temperature damp-
ing.  it is constantly stable at high pressure, 
reduce Friction and prevent seized, Prevent 
from stress crack on rust steel, working tem-
perature from - 60°C to +1,100°C and is 
an excellent anti-corrosion agent. Applica-
tion areas; Anti-seize for O2 / Lambda sen-
sor, spark plugs, muffler nut, clutch, bolt & 
nuts, sleeves & etc. Eliminates squeal noise 
on disc and drum brake, lubricate brake 
caliper, brake piston & etc.
 
TAR SPRAY
Car-Rep Tar Spray provides an effective pro-
tection against jamming and corrosion. Also 
suitable for treating vehicle body and wheel 
nuts, rims, suspension parts of trailers, etc.

PAINT REMOVER
Car-Rep Stripper paint remover is an ef-
ficient, non-dripping paint remover suit-
able for almost all paint types. Removes 

effectively also varnishes, glues and con-
centrates. Spray onto the surface to be 
cleaned and let it take effect for 5 - 15 
min. If necessary, use a metal spatula 
and/or repeat the procedure. NB! Can 
damage plastic surfaces.

DE-ICER
Car-Rep De-Icer is an aerosol agent for 
removing ice from your car’s exterior glass 
surfaces. Also efficiently melts the ice from 
the windscreen. For optimum results: Re-
move snow from the window. Spray the 
agent uniformly with horizontal movements. 
Leave it until the ice has melted. Remove 
melted ice using windscreen wipers or a 
brush.

TECHNICAL SPRAYS / SPECIALS
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Car-Rep is a brand of  
Maston Oy

Maston Oy
Teollisuustie 10, FIN-02880 
Veikkola
FINLAND

Tel. +358 20 7188 580
Fax +358 20 7188 599

www.car-rep.fi www.maston.fi
email: maston(at)maston.fi
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